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French & Timucua Indians in Florida (1562-1568)

Student Name: _______________________________________ Date: ____________________

For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
1. The efforts at colonization by French Huguenots leaders Jean Ribault and  Rene

de Laudonniere were documented by the artist Jacques Le __________ de
Morgues.

2. On Le Boyne’s map of La Florida several ______________ emptied into the
Atlantic coast north of the Florida peninsula.

3. Judicious Handiest’ map of 1606 the coastline of Virginia (and No./So. Carolina)
and the ____________________ mountains on the interior parallel to the
coastline.

4. Diego Räuber’s map of Virginia and Florid Franchise shows the first use of the
word ______________________ associated with these mountains running North
from the Carolinas thru Western Virginia.

5. According to the map of Sea Lanes around French Florida, Jean Ribault first came
to French Florida in ______________.

6. The route of the Spanish “Treasure Fleet” rode on the Gulf Stream current from
Cuba past La Florida and on across the Mid-Atlantic to ______________.

7. The French arrived in Florida in 1562 and exchanged ___________ with friendly
Native Americans.

8.. The French discovered the River of May (now called “________________”River.

9. In St. Andrews Sound, GA, the French discovered reed structures in the water and
learned that they were a device for __________________ fish.

10. Shortly after their arrival, the French discovered _______ more rivers in the area.

11. The French used their small___________ to sail up the rivers where they
encountered additional groups of Indians.

12. The French erected a ________________ with their royal coat of arms to mark
their new territory in Florida.
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For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
13. The French at Charlesfort ran short of ________________ and got help from the

Native Americans. 

14. Laudonniere returned to the area _______________ years after Ribault’s first visit
and discovered the Native Americans worshiping Ribault’s column.

15. The French built Fort _________________ on a triangular island in the St. Johns
River.

16. At each point of the triangular Ft Caroline, the French built platforms for their
_______________________.

17. The Indians used two containers of water to prepare for battle.  One was splashed
on themselves to symbolize the enemy’s ________________ and the other was
poured on the _________ to symbolize the hope that they would extinguish their
enemy.

18. The Indian chief consulted his __________________________ before battle.

19. When the French joined the Indians in battle against their enemies, the
__________________________ were on the front lines with their superior
weapons.

20. The Indian chief marched to battle covered in _______________________.

21. The Timucua Indians took ____________________ from their enemies.

22. Their trophies were placed on poles and their sorcerer ________________ curses
upon their enemy.

23. The Timucua carried their injured warriors from the battlefield on ____________.

24. After a battle, the widows asked the Chief to: ______________ their husband’s
deaths, to provide for them, and to allow them to remarry.

25. The mourning widows placed their husband’s ____________________ and
weapons on their graves.

26. The Native Americans practiced _________________________ to cure their sick.

27. The men used a type of ______________ made of fishbone on a wooden stick to
till their soil.
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For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
28. The Indians used public storehouses made of ________________ and _________

to store their crops.

29. Wild _______________________ were hunted and brought to the public
storehouses.

30. The meat of animals was __________________ to preserve it for later use.

31. The Indians covered themselves with deer __________________ to sneak up on
the dear they hunted.

32. Indians kept guard for _______________________from a small hut.

33. In crossing over a river, the women carried children and food while the men
carried  _____________________ and arrows for their protection.

34. The Indians cooked ingredients in a large _________________ bowl over the fire.

35. At their council of state, the Chief sits at a _____________ ___ __________ in
the middle surrounded by his advisors.

36. The Indian villages were arranged in a circle within a wooden palisade with
____________________ houses located at one entrance/exit for security.

37. An Indian war strategy was to set fire to an enemy’s village using arrows with
________________________ moss attached.

38. Careless sentinel’s (i.e., outpost guards) were punished by  ____________.

39. The Indians declared war by demonstrating with ______________ outside an
enemy’s village (in actual war Indians burned enemy’s villages using these
weapons.)

40. The Indians sacrificed their _______________- born sons to their gods.

41. To ensure a bountiful harvest, Indians made a harvest offering of a large
_______________ stuffed with vegetables.

42. To prepare young men for war, Indians played various ___________.

43. The Chief’s bride was carried on a ___________ by 4 strong men with other
maidens following in the procession.
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For each of the following slides/questions, fill-in-the-blanks:

Question# Statement(s)
44. At the “receiving of the bride ceremony”, the chief and his bride watched as the

other maidens _________________________ in a circle.

45. When the chief and his bride went for a walk, they wore fancy dress and had
____________________ on their bodies.

46. When a chief was buried, his grave was circled by _______________ and his
____________________ _____________ was placed on his grave.  His house and
possessions were burned.

47. The French believed (erroneously) that the Indians collected _____________,
____________________, and ______________ from river silt.

48. The Indians murdered a French trader named Pierre Gambie as he was reportedly
very _________________.

49. All in all, the French involvement in Northern Florida only lasted from 1562 when
Ribault arrived in Florida until May of ____________________ when de Gourgue
left Florida.
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